Xterra forum

Log in or Sign up. XterraNation Store Buy swag here! Discussions: 6 Messages: Site news
Keeping members up to date on the message board. Discussions: 30 Messages: Welcome
center We would like to know more about you.. Discussions: Messages: 12, How did you find us
How did you come to be apart of XN? Discussions: 22 Messages: Site issues Report here if you
have any issues with the site. Discussions: 34 Messages: Latest: General site feedback new
person's perspective ffxcores , Dec 20, Latest: time for another contest,!! Prime , Feb 27, Here's
your forum. Latest: VIP titles Bklyn. X , May 31, XN Contests Show us what you got! Latest:
October Totm Nominations scoyoc , Oct 12, Discussions: 14 Messages: Site Sponsors Have
questions about these sponsors products? Ask away! Discussions: 46 Messages: Graveyard
Graphics Do you like stickers? Creepy is the official sponsor on the XterraNation. Previous Site
Sponsors Here are all the old post from the site sponsors of the previous version of XN. All of
this content is still available, but no new posts can be made here. Heps Designs. MAXimum Fab.
NissTec Lifts. Regal Nissan. RLC Fabrication. Xterra Performance. Latest: Couple of clearance
Xterra nets Raingler , Apr 12, Show us your build. Discussions: Messages: 24, General
Discussion Not sure what category to post in but have something that is specific to 1st gen
trucks? Put it here. If we need to, we'll move it. Discussions: Messages: 3, Slapdash Racing ,
Feb 18, at PM. Latest: Full list of Recalls drbandkgb , Oct 27, Check Engine Light. Latest: Girl
Question Discussions: Messages: 2, Latest: Radio help Bklyn. X , Jan 8, Latest: Coastal Offroad
Bumpers? Steering and Suspension Questions about maintaining and modifying the steering
and suspension on your Xterra. Latest: Rag Joint Alien , Oct 22, Latest: 4x2 to 4x4 conversion?
David Ramsay , Feb 17, Discussions: 98 Messages: 1, Latest: A Little Flair? Richard , Sep 30,
Under the Hood Information about gaining more horse power, engine maintenance, and engine
repair etc. Latest: fuel issue after parked on incline Prime , Jan 6, Discussions: 55 Messages:
Xterrorista , Apr 26, Discussions: 42 Messages: 1, Discussions: Messages: 14, General
Discussion Have a 2nd gen specific post, but not sure where to put it? Post it here, and we'll
move it if need be. Discussions: 88 Messages: Latest: Windshield wipers only return to the
bottom, don't wipe? Latest: 2nd gen side curtain airbag recall rolling rock , Jul 28, Discussions:
Messages: 1, Discussions: 63 Messages: Discussions: 67 Messages: Latest: P Cat Code vs.
Discussions: 31 Messages: Titan Swap From simple diff swaps to full on custom front ends.
This is the over-the-counter badass mod for the 2nd gen. Discussions: 20 Messages: Latest:
Almost Swapped IM1RU , Dec 18, Discussions: 9 Messages: Latest: New Sas Kit dixie , May 27,
General Forums A place for everything else in the world. If it's not generationally specific to the
Xterra, it's here. General Discussion Lay of the specifics a bit. This is the general chat area of
XN. Where the community comes together to run our mouths. Discussions: Messages: , See if
we can wash the stink off. Prime , Feb 24, at AM. Sporting Nation All things sportsball.
Discussions: 5 Messages: Other Rides What else do you drive that isn't an X? Post about it
here. We welcome everything. General Technical Discussion If its universal to all vehicles, or
just plain technical, this is the home for it. Fabrication Zone. Car Audio. Body and Paint. Basic
Off Road equipment. Off road lighting. Have you seen an Xterra in the wild? Discussions:
Messages: XN Ink Have a tat Thinking about a tat.. Latest: Current Tats maillet , Jul 31, Talk
about it here! Discussions: 37 Messages: 1, The Slippery Weasel Pub Love the brews? Do you
own beer goggles? Come have a pint Discussions: 24 Messages: 2, Latest: The Obligatory:
"What are you drinking? Latest: Outdoor Grilling: What are you using? Xterrorista , Feb 8,
Discussions: 43 Messages: Latest: Happy Bday Kodi TheCrabby1 , Mar 31, Radio Nation! What
are you listening too? Musical instruments. Latest: What are you listening to right now?
TheCrabby1 , Jan 3, Discussions: 12 Messages: Latest: Xterra Sightings on the big screen?
TheCrabby1 , Sep 16, AR Room. Hand guns. The Survival Room. Survival gear. Apple room.
Latest: Apps: clash of clans harryron , Oct 9, Police, Fire, and EMS. Latest: Truck Drivers
Wanted bigjim , Sep 9, X Chicks Forum Access to established female members only. Contact a
Admin to enter Discussions: 8 Messages: Latest: Wheeling wrenching women dixie , Sep 12,
Military Nation! A private forum for those serving or have served our nation! XterraPA , Oct 29,
Latest: Cool Video; Bklyn. X , Oct 28, Latest: F. Participating in and supporting environmental
awareness for the betterment of the community including trail stewardship through trail cleanup
events, trail sponsorship, cooperation with government entities U. Forest Service, BLM, etc and
like minded organizations. Discussions: 2 Messages: Latest: Rear brake backing plate
BetsyColl , Nov 4, General posting area. Latest: South carolina Ryno , Dec 6, Visit us at
nwxterra. FishCannon , May 14, Discussions: 11 Messages: Latest: Xtoberfest Pictures up!
FishOnDan , Oct 28, We meet the third weekend of every month at a different OHV locations
throughout Southern California and show what an Xterra capable of doing. Discussions: 8
Messages: GhostX , Aug 11, Regional Forums Connect with locals! There's an Xer near you.
CanAmXTerra , Oct 22, Latest: Rausch Bklyn. X , Nov 24, Latest: Peter's Mill Run reverse!
Latest: New York Xterras? X , Sep 1, Latest: Kansas X's Unite! Hetzer , Jan 23, Canada From the

land of the cold.. Here is your area Discussions: 14 Messages: Anywhere Else in the World For
any activity not in the western hemisphere. Discussions: 1 Messages: National Nissan Wheeling
Events If you want to know about these big national events, we've got all the information you
need. Latest: ECXC ! X , Feb 23, at PM. Discussions: 56 Messages: 5, Latest: Went bigjim , Sep
16, The Junk Yard - Classifieds Do you have stuff you would like to get rid of? Or have you seen
a great deal? Post it in the Junk Yard. This forum WILL be heavily moded. The Car lot Please
only post vehicles for sale here. Latest: black Xterra X model for sale. Members feedback Have
you bought something from a member? Did they act as they should or was it a pain. Parts
counter Do you have parts? Rims, Axels, Tires, Shackles.. Discussions: Messages: 8,
Discussions: 80 Messages: Group Buys Wanting to out together a group buy for Xterra related
products? Add here Discussions: 32 Messages: 1, Latest: New Silicone Hoses!!! XterraPA , Sep
28, Offroad Community Everything Offroad. Racing, Crawling, Wheeling, etc Discussions: 14
Messages: Overland Trails and camping spots Discussions: 40 Messages: Off-Road Parks What
is your favorite park? Rate them here and tell us why. Discussions: 38 Messages: Latest: Does
anyone know of any off-road parks in MA? JeffPro4x , Feb 19, Treadlightly Latest: Why Tread
Lightly!? Shizane , Mar 29, Nissan Nation Podcast We hope to interview some of you hear as
well as you will be hearing from people with in the industry.. We own and drive Nissan cars and
trucks Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Board index. Crossed paths with another
Xterra in your travels? Mention it here! In total there are 23 users online :: 1 registered, 0 hidden
and 22 guests based on users active over the past 5 minutes Most users ever online was on Tue
Nov 13, pm Registered users: Google [Bot]. Theme designed by stylerbb. General Discussion
Talk about whatever you want right here! Tue Dec 29, pm Bklyn. Club Announcements The
place for club news and announcements. Mon Jan 25, pm DirtySocks. Website Announcements
News regarding additions and changes to the forum and website. Fri Feb 26, am Bklyn.
Introductions Stop and introduce yourself! Sat Feb 13, pm BostonX. Spotted Crossed paths with
another Xterra in your travels? Mon Oct 26, am Carpy. Sun Jan 17, pm BostonX. Back Yard
Mechanic Tips and questions on doing the work yourself. Thu Aug 06, am TKX. Problems
Having a problem with your truck? Find help here. Mon Nov 02, am Carpy. Modifications Share
recent mods you have made or ask questions regarding mods. Wed Jul 08, pm BostonX.
Maintenance Topics covering the maintainence and upkeep of your truck. Thu Jan 30, pm jac
Sat Jan 30, pm DirtySocks. Wed Feb 24, am JeffPro4x. Regional Events Trail runs, meet ups and
more. Fri Feb 05, pm murphy. Mod Days Let's get together and work on mods! Sat Feb 23, am
XterraTom. Trails Found a cool place to wheel? Post about it here! Sun Nov 29, am Wolfman.
Sun Aug 14, pm theplasticone. Pictures Post your Xterra pics here. Fri Nov 20, pm MtDewMike.
Videos Video from trail runs and events. Thu Jan 14, am JeffPro4x. Show Your Ride Check out
photos of members trucks here. Tue Oct 20, pm MtDewMike. Mon Jan 13, am Bass4Runner. Mon
Jun 18, am MtDewMike. Sun Feb 21, pm Bklyn. The Lighter Side A place to post up jokes and
games. Wed Oct 21, pm JeffPro4x. Sports Discuss your favorite sports team here or make fun of
someone else's. Mon May 11, pm Fiachra. Recipes A place to find and share recipes including
those tasted at club events! Mon Feb 04, pm Fuse. For Sale Got something from your X your
selling? Tue Feb 09, pm MtDewMike. Looking For Looking for a part for your X? Wed Apr 22, am
ErikaJayneX. Good Deals Post and share any good deals you've found online! Wed Nov 11, pm
westracing Buyer Beware Had a bad experience buying something online? Warn others about it
here. Wed Jul 03, pm murphy. Wed Mar 06, am Frontier4x. Sat Jan 19, pm Bklyn. Prime Jan 2,
Log in or Sign up. Messages: 39, Location: Denver-ish. Ok 1st gen guys. I need your help. Share
your experiences with tire fitment. Size, wheel, offset, spacers, lift, req'd cutting, etc. We'll try to
compile it all into one place. From my experience, let me give you an example. All posts should
follow this format. Tire Size: 33x At least 1. Cutting Req'd: Yes. With the stock front bumper,
also have to remove the lower vertical plastic. Prime , Jan 2, Messages: 1, Location: Gillette WY.
Tire Size: Removed front fender plastics. Cptpackrat , Jan 3, Messages: Location: Ocala, FL.
Last edited: Jan 3, I don't use spacers and it hasn't been a problem. Other tires without
aggressive sidewall tread probably wont rub. Cutting Req'd: Yes, but minimal and only cutting
plastic fenders. See my build thread for exact locations and amount. Last edited: Jan 5,
Messages: Location: Indianapolis. Tire Sizex Cutting Req'd: Removed mud flaps and trimmed
plastic on the inside. I think we should include the lift we have on the trucks. I would hate for
some guy to think he can stuff 33's under a stock X. Last edited: Jan 16, Joey , Jan 5, Prime ,
Jan 7, Messages: 31, Location: Hainesville IL. Messages: 18, Location: Allen, Texas. Prime , Jan
9, Last edited: Jan 29, Leon Faulkner likes this. Messages: 4, Location: Marion, NC. Messages:
Location: Silver Lake, Ohio. Is there anyway to fit 33inch tires on a body and suspension lifted
xterra without cutting any metal? Rhaas , Jun 14, I should clarify. The BFG 33x Last edited: Jun
15, Prime , Jun 15, Rhaas , Jun 15, Messages: Location: Central Alabama. Last edited: Jun 17,

SRStaff , Jun 15, Messages: 1 Location: Ricmond, VA. Looking to put new tires and wheels on
my XEX. No lift. What is the largest tire I can fit on stock suspenion? Gnrlee80 , Sep 16,
Messages: 3. I just put Goodyear wranglers on the BFG kos rubbed the wranglers did not no
cutting or trimming. I think I could trim out the plastic lip on the mud flap and stop the rubbing.
Rug38 , Jun 2, Legends father , May 20, Messages: Location: Raleigh, NC. I have an open style
tube bumper in the front, so I can't comment on trimming bumper plastic on the front edge of
the front tires. Rear tires are very close to frame rails and will rub when the rear axle flexes off
road highly recommend a spacer here. Front tires rubbed on the lower control arms and frame
rails at full lock. Lift: 3" upper control arms in the front, regular lift shackle in the rear. The width
causes the rubbing though, so more lift isn't the right fix. Wheel spacers or less offset rims are
the best answer. Cutting Req'd: Snip some of the plastic inside the wheel well at the mud flap.
Need to adjust steering stops to reduce wheel travel at full lock so you don't rub things
Comments: Tire shops are hard to find that will mount a They had trouble getting the clip on
wheel weights on the lip of the rim due to the side wall bulge, but eventually got it. The bubble
look of the wide tire will also cause the tread to not sit completely flat at "normal" street
pressures, which can wear out the center part of the tread faster. You may have to play around
with lower tire pressures to get it to flatten out. This size is definitely floaty feeling, which I
actually like as the ride is more comfortable. Grabber ATX seems to be a good tire so far with
low road noise, handles rain well, etc. Adjust steering stops so right tire didn't rub the brake line
shield on the frame rail when turned all the way to the right. Comments: The The KM2s wore out
in 27k miles and got very loud. They were great off road, but not great on road. Very aggressive
and looked awesome, though. Last edited: May 21, Messages: Location: Brooklyn, NY. Cutting
Req'd: Delete mud flaps, trimmed the plastic. No Body Lift Notes: rubbed a little on full
compression but worked for years Black Steel rims Backspacking: 4. No Body Lift Notes:
rubbed a little on full compression. Still worked Lift on Truck: SAS. AC Shackles in rear. Wheel
spacers are to clear Heim Steering, nothing to with body or frame clearance. X , May 21, You
must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name
or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August in
Nissan. Check out Edmunds. November Here is the new place to discuss the Nissan Xterra.
Below are links to previous Nissan Xterra forums. Happy Motoring. Beats searching xterra and
backtracking. I am going to buy an Extera. Or a Mercedes S or maybe a used Yugo. How much
is it? What color do I like? My wife doesn't like stick. What should I do? I need guidance right
now. Yanxfan: The terminal block you are looking at is NOT where you need to hook up your
harness. Go toward the rear of the vehicle, and keep looking up. You will see the end of the
harness peaking out just over the frame, very close to the rear door still underneath the vehicle.
Hope this helps Go for the yugo, but upgrade to the plastic seats, the wooden ones leave
splinters. They all come no-matic, so you wife will be happy, depending how fast she can push
it and jump in.. The Extera is cool too, but you have to move to the north pole to get all the
benefits from it. I'd pass on the S, It's got Ford parts, and comes with very small cupholders.. I
will be purchasing an SE X soon. I can't wait until I can get out of my lease with my 98 Amigo.
Does anybody know if you can order a leather package? I am also interested in the new cacki
color but I heard Nissan is only making the color for a limited time. Does anyone know if this is
true? Thanks for the help! I'm pretty sure the supercharger will be offered to the X in the next 2
years. American coffee has plenty of caffeine if you boil it long enough. The Yugo SE has web
seats, like lawn chairs. Much more comfy. Don't know about limited colors though. Congrats to
all new owners. This is a great truck. It is a dealer-installed non-nissan package. It's part of the
Xterra Xtreme package that has been around, I actually saw one the other day. Might be worth
checking around, leather is a dealer installed option, as previously stated, but each dealer has
its own jobber to do the work, over here anyway. Saw 2 leather add-ons at 2 dealers, and the
looked different in quality. I'd ask for references from dealers to see what they install.. What else
comes with the xtreme package besides the sticker? Its obviously a model without sun roof and
only a single cd changer. However its a huge saving on new. I'd also try to get a good reason for
the quick sale I'd buy the used one. You might have it inspected for possible damage. Someone
asked why a peoson would be selling a nearly new vehicle. Anyone who reads here sees how
totally uninformed many consumers are. They don't care or know about making a smart
purchase they just want to satisfy their consumptive urges immediately. Profit from them. Buy
their discards. I just bought a x and i was wondering if anyone had bought the nose guard. Do
you mean a "bra" style one? I've seen many cars need their noses repainted because the
"protective" bra rubbed through the paint OR caused rust OR made the paint crack OR discolor.

Kind of ironic, huh? The older bra's were heavily lined, had to be removed in the rain etc. The
newer ones are "supposed" to be breathable, if you live in a strong sunshine state, expect the 2
tone nose burn. Get a bug deflector instead, it will protect the nose just as well without all the
side effects. What would you recommend instead of the nose guard? What different models or
styles of nose guards, bug deflectors, or anything else are out there? I am about to buy an XE
Xtrerra. The dealer is telling me that it has all three packages are on this vehicle, less the
sunroof. Can this be true? Also they stated that this is the old pathfinder engine and is
extremely reliable. Again is this true? I test drove it today and really like it. Other than the price
of the Escape what else can I use as leverage? Thanks for all your help. The engine is the old
tried and true bulletproof engine.. Escape as leverage.. As far as the bug deflector.. Nissan has
one, GTS, Lund.. Go over to xterrastore. With all the popularity of the X, I was wondering if
anyone has given any thought to having their X stolen? The only reason that I bring up the
subject is that we recently had a 10 bay beer truck stolen from my place of business and it
brings home to me just how vulnerable we are. Does anyone have any info on a way that power
to the starter could be cut via some kind of switch to prevent a non-owner from starting the
vehicle? Plenty of aftermarket alarms offer this, including some that are upgrades to the one
used in the X I think it's a Clifford system. I think Sears makes 'em. Plus you can add gadget
modules to it, open and close windows, which I added , auto start, etc.. I'm still waiting for one
that would make a cup of coffee in the morning for the drive to work. I go through withdrawl on
my commute.. My commute is 50 miles, an hour on a good day, 2 on a bad day, ugh. My last job
was never more than 20 mins away, I miss that. Last truck, 10 years, 5 or 6 mufflers, but I got the
lifetime warranty so at most, it costs me the tail pipe section only. If I didn't need my truck
during the day, it would only take me 3 minutes to walk to work, but I can also drive over miles
in a given day. Was wondering if this was a good deal or was I getting robbed. I'm a little
hesitant because I didn't have to haggle he just gave me this price. Hmmm let me know before I
buy. To one and all, have a good holiday.. I mean work. Keep the dirty side down and shiny side
up.. You can take it from there. Hey Hgonzo thanks for the pricing info. This board should be
mandatory reading for anyone considering an Xterra. I'm gonna pick it up tomorrow. I can't wait.
This is a continuation to someone's post a week or so ago If only I could have remember the
answer that was posted! I had to pull a trailer with some "dogloos" and for the life of me could
not figure out how to hook up the brake light wiring! We read the manual - what a joke! The
junction box we thought was the hook up was the same one in the post that said Finally had to
call the service department and he explained that it was not behind the right rear wheel well, it
was more towards the back at the end of the frame. Even then, it was not easy to find - or
connect. Let's just say that I will leave the wiring connected and "tie" it up where I don't have to
remove that cap again. After all of that, it was a joy to tow the trailer! This is Atlanta, and there
may be different incentives in your area better financing, etc It was a cash deal for me as I had
my financing in place. I was waiting for the dealers to show some softness, and was treated
very fairly when I called ahead and said I had the Edmunds invoice pricing. Dealing with the
fleet manager or chief of sales is important. He'll hand the paperwork drudgery of to another
salesman and still get his cut. Looking forward to many years of happy driving! I was told by the
finance manager that the extended warranty is the same bumper to bumper as the factory
warranty only extended for 7 years or , miles. However yesterday in the mail I received the
warranty book and after reading it, it doesn't seem like the factory warranty only extended. This
extended warranty is suppose to be from Nissan also. Does anyone know about this warranty?
Thanks for you help, I hope everyone had a good Thanksgiving. Does the packet say it is from
Nissan? I bought the k mile warranty from Ryan Warranty at the dealer, but then quickly
refunded it and bought the Nissan warranty offered at Xterrastore. Odd thing was that the dealer
I bought from told me that they do not even offer the Nissan warranty which I still find a little
strange. Thanks to everyone for all their help. It is bad to the bone! Thanks to Edmunds I got a
fair deal. It was nice not to deal with their financing, not having a trade and walking out feeling
like you have not been screwed. I recommend doing your homework, it is all here at Edmunds.
Recently, the "Service Engine Soon" warning light came on and I brought it into the dealer's
service center to check it out. As it turns out, the warning light was triggered by the aftermarket
Locking Gas Cap that I bought from xterraparts. From what I was told, that particular cap is
ventilated which is a no no for the X. The service person told me to put the original gas cap on
and that the warning light should go away in a few days after it computer resets. Anyone
experience this before? How long does it take for the computer to reset? Its been 5 days and its
still on!!! Is there anything I can do to quicken the process? Whoever you are I think I saw
someone mention it earlier when talking about customized plates , Great X! Hopefully you see
this so you can tell me where you got that cool Xterra decal I think it was for the wind deflector.
Any recommendations? I'm looking for quality sound e. Bose as opposed to high volume. Also,

if anyone knows of an a good audio shop in the NY Tri-State area that sells and does
installations, I would appreciate your recommendations! Sorry for such a long post I hope
everyone had a good Holiday!!!! I got the Xterra decal on my wind deflector at a sign shop Its a
small world after all Mine sounds x better than stock I bought my stuff from a guy on Route in
Huntington If it doesn't go off after a day or so, the condition was present long enough that the
computer doesn't consider it transient and won't clear it on its own. The dealer can plug into the
computer and clear it in a jiffy. I can't believe they didn't do it for you while you were there If
there isn't a "whoosh" sound when you loosen the cap then it's not sealing properly. My Stant
"Pre-vent" cap does fine on my ' Are you from that area? Also stopped by the 5 Star car wash..
LOL Thanks for the info! What's the name of the place on ?? I think I passed it yesterday, a few
blocks past the Jericho intersection? Opposite the Mall? I think theres another shop heading
toward the LIE. By the way, someone told me to be careful with the installers because it can
void the warranty. Is that true? Thanks again and maybe next time I'm around the neighborhood
you can show me your X and give me some ideas! Mine is starting to look a little boring! Brent,
thanks for your reply! I did have the Stant cap and I also heard the Woosh every time I opened it.
I mentioned that to the dealer and also told him that I've had the cap for the last 4 months and
that the light just turned on. After what you just told me, I can't believe they sent me home with
the light still on!! I'm bringing it back this week!!! Hey guys thanks for all the help on the Xterra.
I brought her home today. Being that he wasn't processing jack, I told him I was not gonna pay
it. He wouldn't budge, so I decided to put capitalism in motion and I got up and walked out
straight to his competition across town. Don't pay that bs charge. You guys were right I love it. I
am from the Huntington area If you buy the wiring harnesses a
doraemon 1990
88 jeep wrangler yj
2001 mustang
nd you are somewhat handy you could probably do the system yourself. The next time you see
my truck it may have new wheels and tires Xero - by the way - thanks for pointing out the
XterraStore. I had a quick question. I don't see a link at the site to the warranty you mentioned.
Did you call them to get it? I was skimming over a car magazine this weekend and reviewed the
information regarding the Xterra. It said something about the X's will have more power. Does
anyone know anything about this? I am not expecting the X to drive like my Mustang, but if
anyone knows what the difference the will have compared to the , please let me know. Frankly, I
wouldn't jump on it just yet. Since the setup is relatively new with this engine, enough time
hasn't passed to make me feel comfortable with it just yet. Don't forget the X has a 6yr 60k mile
powertrain warranty. If you're worried get a k warranty from Nissan. So, If a supercharger shows
up, I wouldn't be scared. Sign In or Register to comment.

